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TOMATO HOOKS

Sizes (cm):

Twine:

Free-fall:
Steel wire (mm):

14, 18, 22, 24
PP and ECO
3 types
3
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TOMATO HOOKS

FOR HIGH WIRE GROWING IN GREENHOUSES
Hooks are designed for modern tomato growing in a
greenhouse in prolonged cultivation of tomatoes. The
shape of our hooks has been appropriately designed to
guarantee the necessary mechanical strength needed to
bear weight of the plant during the growing season.

Free-fall
The hooks are wound on specially designed winders,
with the possibility of separating free bundles in 3 systems:
- with a double bundle separated on a ﬂexible elastic band
- with a double bundle so-called retractable bundle (Zero-Hook)
- with a single bundle

Wire

Dimensions
4 sizes available: 14cm, 18cm, 22cm, 24cm

Hanging twine
We use polypropylene twine in 4 colours: white, blue,
yellow, greenfrom renowned European suppliers with
such a parameters:
• 1000 m/kg
• 1100 m/kg
• 1200 m/kg
As also ecological (biodegradable) twine from EU
producers according to wishes of our clients.

Packaging

The wire used is a special-purpose wire of the highest
quality. Its structure, chemical composition, mechanical
strength and a special polished zinc coating ensure
effective protection against corrosion.
ź Our hooks are durable, do not deform, and their
smooth anti-corrosive coating does not lead to
damage, thanks to which MyTomatoHooks do not
corrode or damage the rope during the growing

We use cardboard boxes with adequate strength, and
each cardboard box has an individual label with
information about the content, order, etc.
Many years of experience allowed us to develop a
packaging method so that the hooks never tangle, and
their use was quick and easy.

Shape of the hook
The shape of our hooks has been appropriately designed
with the use of advanced CAD software to guarantee the
necessary mechanical strength needed to bear the
weight of the plant during the growing season.

Packaging

with Bio-twine
winded with elastic band

with retractable bundle (Zero-Hook)
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with ﬂexible elastic band
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Note! The above information and pictures have illustrative character and manufacturer reserve rights for technical modiﬁcation of ﬁnal product

